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This paper introduces a framework for trend modeling and detection on the Web through the usage of
Opinion Mining and Topic Modeling tools based on the fusion of freely available information. This frame-
work consists of a four step model that runs periodically: crawl a set of predefined sources of documents;
search for potential sources and extract topics from the retrieved documents; retrieve opinionated doc-
uments from social networks for each detected topic and extract sentiment information from them. The
proposed framework was applied to a set of 20 sources of documents over a period of 8 months. After the
analysis period and that the proposed experiments were run, an F-Measure of 0.56 was obtained for the
detection of significant events, implying that the proposed framework is a feasible model of how trends
could be represented through the analysis of documents freely available on the Web.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the current state of the art, the only widely used method for
inferring trends and trying to assert if a topic is becoming a trend is
to run surveys over a sparse set of individuals. Nevertheless, the
use of surveys for such purpose has some caveats that need to be
addressed in order for it to become a more useful tool than what
it is nowadays. For example, it is highly likely that the background
and attitude of the interviewers interfere with the results of the
survey itself, thus making the results biased [1]. Therefore, there
is an unfulfilled need to complement the existing methodologies
for trend detection and any other traditional approach focused
on gathering knowledge regarding events that are occurring daily.
In particular, the usage of the freely available information that
exists on the Web allows us to access a significant number of peo-
ple freely expressing their opinion [2] that could not have been
reached otherwise.

In this study we propose a generic framework that allows using
the data available on the Web towards the detection and modeling
of trends over time. With that objective in mind, a multidimensional
approach was taken, where a topic will be monitored over time
according to how much media coverage it gets and how the users
of social networks react to it. Thus, the proposed framework consists
of two main components, the one focused on extracting topics and
monitoring their evolution in the traditional media, and the second
one in charge of extracting valuable information about how users
feel and the opinions they publish on social networks.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no unified methodologies
that try to tackle the trend detection problem from a multidisciplin-
ary approach, i.e. that take into consideration both the problems of
Topic Modeling and Opinion Mining. Nevertheless, every problem
mentioned above within the framework of trend detection has been
approached over the last years by different disciplines. The branch
of knowledge that involves both issues is Information Retrieval,
which focuses on retrieving documents from the Web and process
them to be able to analyze the data contained within them.

Under its practical and theoretical frameworks, information
retrieval has presented several techniques that allow the retrieval
and processing of relevant documents. In terms of detecting the
topics of such documents and the specific events or features about
which opinions have been expressed, text mining and natural
language processing communities have developed a vast set of
models to determine what are the topics being discussed across
a collection of documents [3]. Finally, the field of Web Opinion
Mining has presented several approaches to represent the polarity
of documents posted on the Web by their users [4], whether they
come from traditional media or social media, the latter usually
having less structured content. The main contribution of this work
is to integrate these disciplines into one unified framework that al-
lows us to monitor trends on the Web using information present in
both the traditional media and the social media (such as social
networks).
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a brief summary
of related research is provided. Section 3 describes the proposed
methodology for detecting trends on the Web. Section 4 outlines
the experiments performed with the proposed methodology and
Section 5 provides some conclusions and suggests future research.
2. Related work

Although there is no unique definition of what a trend is, how it
should be represented and how a topic becomes a trend, several
approaches have been proposed by multiple authors to detect
trends or the evolution of topics over time in specific areas. For
example, applications in politics are presented in [5,6] and finance
in [7]. Due to the broad definition of what a trend is, there have not
been a significant number of attempts to develop generic
frameworks that go beyond a singular application domain, or even
monitor how topics evolve in multiple areas. A basic example is
presented in [8], where the main focus of their research is to show
an approach towards building a trend detection framework on top
of a cloud computing architecture, rather than proposing a frame-
work capable of retrieving documents and deciding whether a
topic presented in several documents over time reflects a trend
or not.

In terms of information retrieval, there is a vast amount of liter-
ature that provide some insights about the different types of data
and how this data should be handled [9]. Research has been done
in information retrieval frameworks for the detection of trends in
blogging [10], microblogging (e.g. Twitter) [11] and social
networking sites (e.g. Facebook) [12]. Once the data has been re-
trieved and stored, the textual information has to be processed in
such a way that the underlying patterns are extracted for further
usage. In this domain, keyword-based analysis approaches have
been proposed in the specific context of Web usage mining
[13,14]. Also, several approaches focused on the detection of un-
known events or determining the impact of news online [15,16]
have been proposed.

However, one of most relevant techniques used in recent years
for modeling how events evolve over time are topic models [17]. A
topic model can be considered as a probabilistic model that relates
documents and words through variables, which represent these
main topics, inferred from the text itself. In this context, a docu-
ment can be considered as a mixture of topics, represented by
probability distributions that generate the words that belong to a
document that contains these topics. The process of inferring the
latent variables, or topics, is the key component of this model,
whose main objective is to learn the distribution of the underlying
topics from text in a given corpus of text documents. A main topic
model is the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [18]. LDA is a Bayes-
ian model in which latent topics of documents are inferred from
estimated probability distributions over a training data set.

Opinion mining and sentiment analysis is a field whose
objective is to consider a collection of opinionated documents
and determine the orientation (positive, negative, and objective)
of an opinion about a particular aspect of an entity at a given time
[19]. In terms of trends detection, this task is fundamental in order
to identify whether the trending topics are being generated with a
certain opinion orientation. In this work, the opinion mining step
will be focused in the usage of lexicon-based algorithms.
Algorithms that are based on the use of lexicons can be found in
[1,2], which according to the research presented in [20] can return
valuable information in the context of mining opinions of docu-
ments retrieved from microblogging sites. It should be noted that
opinion mining algorithms that focus on the classification of polar-
ity face several challenges, such as irony and sarcasm linguistics
[21,22] and also the amount of text available in a document [23].
3. A methodology for trend detection on the Web

In this chapter, the methodology proposed to detect trends on
the Web is presented. First, the definition of the problem to solve
and every term used throughout this paper are detailed. Next,
some of the main text analysis techniques used during the devel-
opment of the proposed methodology for detection of trends on
the Web are discussed. Finally, the methodology itself and the
main contribution of this work are described.

3.1. Problem definition and general notation

In the following, the term Trend will be presented together with
its ontological and linguistic representation. In this context, a trend
will be defined as a given event whose impact on a system as a
whole, is above the average over a certain period of time.

The problem of detecting trends on the Web is described.
Several research areas are focused on modeling the so-called
collective behavior in order to, for example, predict how important
events will develop, which politician will win a debate, which foot-
ball team will win a match and so on.

Even though existing methodologies to predict trends and mon-
itor their evolution over time have been successfully applied to a
large variety of problems, there’s a vast amount of information
not being used, created by users on the Internet, where the act of
expressing one’s opinion or feelings is not restrained by the
common issues that are found in the standard methodologies such
as limited time and biased answers based on the person running
the interview.

The objective of this research is to tackle what will be called as
the trend detection problem, which is defined as:

Definition 1 (Trend Detection Problem). Given a set of topics, to
determine if the way they behave over time makes them qualify as
a trend.

In this research the following definition of trend will be used:

Definition 2 (Trend). A trend is a given event or topic whose
impact on a system as a whole, is above the average over a certain
period of time. Furthermore, for a system composed by a chain of
events, a trend is defined by its expected future behavior given
how it behaved in the past and how it reacts to external stimulus.

In this study, a factual document is a document that contains no
opinion whatsoever and refers to one or more events. On the other
hand, the term opinionated document refers to any opinionated
document whose subject is an event. Examples of these types
of documents are tweets and opinion columns in journals,
among other personal opinions expressed on the Web by one of
its users.

As the detection of trends in most useful scenarios is always
framed within a certain domain of knowledge, a similar approach
will be taken in our methodology, where the set of websites to
be crawled for documents is defined beforehand and they are
expected to belong to specific domain of knowledge. Each of these
sources of documents will be referred to as feeds.

In order to be able to create a more descriptive model of topic
evolution, an information fusion [24] approach was taken, in
which their evolution is measured by a multidimensional analysis
based on information retrieved from factual documents and opin-
ionated documents extracted from several sources. The proposed
methodology for detecting and modeling trends on the Web con-
sists of four main steps that are executed periodically and then
complemented by the visualization of the extracted data. These
steps are:
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1. Crawl every feed and extract every factual document found.
2. Using a topic model, infer the underlying topic structure for the

factual documents retrieved during the previous step and link
them with the ones extracted in past periods.

3. Evaluate if there is any potential feed that could be included in
the current set of crawled feeds.

4. Retrieve opinionated documents and extract sentiment infor-
mation for every topic being discussed on the current period.

3.2. Detecting topics towards an opinion mining analysis

Based on the definition given of the trend detection problem, to
detect trends on the Web the first step that needs to be accom-
plished is to extract the topics that are being discussed within
the subset of the web containing factual documents. In order to
do so, and be able to gather the needed data from social network
websites to perform a sentiment analysis, a crawling algorithm is
used on the documents retrieved from such websites.

Algorithm 1. Document Retrieval
Input: fdigi¼1...N

Output: f~digi2N

1: documents :¼ []
2: for all f 2 fFigi2N do
3: document  retrieveDocument(f)
4: documents  documents

S
document

5: end for
6: return documents

Given a set of feeds, a simple crawling algorithm shown in
Algorithm 1 was used to retrieve the raw documents from each
feed. Documents retrieved by this crawling algorithm are stored
as raw data together with all the metadata that could be extracted
from the feed that it came from. Some of the information present
as metadata in these feeds are categories and labels used on the
site to classify content, author, language and original publication
date.

Once the documents are retrieved from each feed, an LDA [18]
model is used to extract the underlying structures for the topics
that are present on them. This model allows, given a collection of
documents fdigi¼1...N, obtain a set of topics ftigi¼12N described by
the probability Pðtopic ¼ tjdocument ¼ dÞ for a document d to
discuss topic t and, for each pair of words and topics ðw; tÞ, the
probability Pðtopic ¼ tjword ¼ wÞ for a word w to describe a topic t.

To achieve a representation of how topics evolve over time is
necessary to extract a set of topics for each period ti and link these
with the topics of the previous period and so on. One of the limita-
tions of the LDA model is that it does not correlate topics over
time; therefore, it is mandatory to create a way to correlate topics
extracted during a period t with the topics extracted from
documents retrieved in past periods. The approach proposed for
this research is the following:

1. For every period t, collect the documents from the two
preceding periods ti�1; ti�2 and use them as training data for a
new LDA model.

2. Then, using the trained model a Bayesian inference is
performed over the set of documents retrieved in period t. This
is done in order to discover its underlying topic structure.

Once every document published in periods ti; ti�1; ti�2 is
retrieved and the topic structure that represents the documents
retrieved in ti is inferred, it is possible to link two topics T y T0, with
corresponding word-topic probability vectors ~wT and ~wT0 making
use of a distance function defined as shown in Eq. (1):

dðT; T 0Þ ¼
X

wi2~wT

X
wj2~wT0

wi �wj ð1Þ

Then, for each pair T; T 0 of topics, a link is created if and only if
the result of the function dðT; T 0Þ is below a threshold / defined at
the beginning of the analysis.

3.3. Extracting sentiment information focused on trends detection

Once a period is over, it is necessary to complement the factual
information extracted on the previous step with sentiment infor-
mation extracted from opinionated documents retrieved from
social networks. Even though there are many sources for opinion-
ated documents, the ones that reflect more clearly if a topic is
trending or not are those present in social networks.

In order to extract opinions from such documents, an algorithm
based on lexicon data is used. The usage of lexicons in opinion
mining models is based on the hypothesis that a word can be
considered as a fundamental knowledge unit of an opinion, and
therefore it can shed some light on the sentiment polarity of a
document as a whole.

In this research, the SentiWordNet [25] platform is used as a
resource of lexical information, in which the labeled information
is described as:

~w ¼ w;wp;woh i ð2Þ

With ~w the labeled vector for the word w;wp its positive senti-
ment score, wn its negative sentiment score and wo its objectivity
score. Furthermore, every labeled word in SentiWordNet fulfills
Eq. (3):

wp þwn þwo ¼ 1 ð3Þ

Thus, given a set ~wd of size k consisting of every word present in
an opinionated document d, it is possible to associate their senti-
ment scores with the document as shown in Eq. (4):

dp ¼
Pk

i¼1wp

k~wdk
; dn ¼

Pk
i¼1wn

k~wdk
; do ¼

Pk
i¼1wo

k~wdk
ð4Þ

Then, considering a method polarity (document) that given
an opinionated document d returns its sentiment vector ðdp

; dn
; doÞ

and a set Ds ¼ fdigi¼1...N of opinionated documents related to a to-
pic s; the sentiment score for a topic s given the set of opinionated
documents Ds can be calculated by using Eq. (5):

~os ¼ op
s; o

n
s

� �
¼

P
op

d

kDtk
;

P
on

d

kDtk

� �
ð5Þ

To determine which documents will be retrieved from the social
networks being mined, a simple permutation is used to generate
the queries. In this case, for a given topic s, the queries correspond
to all the n-grams of length n that can be formed by the keywords
which describe it during the period t. In particular, our research
will focus solely on Twitter as the social network to be mined.

3.4. Expanding the set of crawled feeds

Most of the retrieved documents on the crawling phase contain
hyperlinks pointing to different websites that talk about the same
topics that are being discussed on them. Therefore, this new set of
information allows the inclusion of new elements to the set of
crawlable feeds.

Several approaches have been developed to allow the discover-
ing of blog communities based on the relevance of the content
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published among a given set of blogs [26,27]. Given that the
presented methodology focuses on detecting trends in a given
domain of knowledge, it is expected that blogs discussing topics
belonging to any given domain can be grouped in a blog
community.

As such, we propose a methodology for expanding the set of
feeds being mined that consists of two steps: the first step is shown
in Algorithm 2 which detects a set of potentially useful feeds based
on how frequently they are mentioned in the documents already
retrieved; and the second step which focuses on evaluating each
potential feed to see if they belong to a similar blog community
in order to determine if their contents could add valuable informa-
tion to the topic mining algorithm.

A potential feed is defined as a feed that contains information
related to the topics being discussed on the previously defined
set of feeds. These feeds are evaluated later in order to decide if
they should be included in the set of feeds being crawled.

The method extractFeedURLs extracts all URLs of a docu-
ment. As these documents are published in blogs that are financed
by advertising, many of these URLs correspond to ads and they
should be ignored as they will never provide useful information.
Furthermore, taking the complete URL, or just taking the domain
is not enough as our objective is to detect potential additions to
our feed set. In order to avoid these issues, a set of URL stemming
rules is defined:

� If the URL has a query component, it must be removed. The
query component of a URL is the one that comes after a question
mark ? and contains information to be sent to the server, such
as marketing campaign information, and search queries.
� If the URL points directly to a file (e.g. html, pdf, php) only the

domain name will be used.
Algorithm 2. Detection of potential sources

Input: fdigi2N
1: feasibleFeeds = []
2: for all document 2 fdigi2N do
3: feeds = extractFeedURLs (document)
4: for all feed 2 feeds do
5: if database.updateFeedCount (feed) then
6: feasibleFeeds.append (feed)
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for
10: average = database.getFeedCountAverage
(feasibleFeeds)

11: for all feed 2 database.getFeedData (feasibleFeeds) do
12: if feed.count > average then
13: createPossibleNewFeed (feed)
14: end if
15: end for

Only the number of feeds that show a given URL is considered in
our proposed approach as it outperformed a frequency-based
approach. The reason behind this is that given the different styles
of citation and hyperlinking used by different blogs, if a
frequency-based approach was considered, the potential feed
selection algorithm became biased towards the URLs shown in
those feeds that had a more aggressive citation style (i.e. they
added a lot of hyperlinks to a document) than in those with a more
passive citation style (i.e. those who add a couple of citations at the
end of the document).
Function database.updateFeedCount (feed) increases by
one as the source appears in the data, and returns true if the
source has not been yet moved to the list of sources to be
evaluated, or false otherwise.

Function getFeedCountAverage (feeds) is in charge of
getting the average between all the successful appearances of the
input URLs. Then, function createPossibleNewFeed (feed)

creates a new entry in the list of candidate sources to be evaluated
on the second step of this methodology, and marks the new source
as processed so it will be ignored in future iterations. This way, it
will only consider the list of potential sources to be all the URLs
that have a frequency higher than the average.

To evaluate these feasible feeds, a variation of the weblog com-
munities discovery algorithm by Bulters et al. [26] focused on
using topic information to create communities will be used.

Once a feed has been added to the feasible feed set, the
algorithm starts to crawl it but the stored documents will not be
used by any of the previously mentioned phases. Then, its
linkStrength (step 2 of the methodology in [26]) shown in Eq. (6)
is calculated between the feasible feed f and each one of the feeds
f 0 being used to extract topic information. If the number of feeds
that have a linkStrength greater than r (using as an origin point
the candidate feed) is greater than q, the feed will be added to
the set of processed feeds.

linkStrengthðf ;f 0Þ¼wrelev �relevþwreciprocity �recipþwcocitation �cocit

ð6Þ

The relevance, reciprocity, and cocitation terms are defined by Eqs.
(7)–(9) respectively. A document d contains relevant content if it
contains a certain percentage of the top N keywords of a topic t,
for any element of the set of topics ftigi2N that belong to the
documents retrieved from f 0. Also, let rd be 1 if a document d is
relevant, 0 otherwise.

relev ¼
P

d2Df
rd

kDk ð7Þ

recip ¼
1:0 if f 0:linkSet has a link to f

0:0 otherwise

�
ð8Þ

cocit ¼ kf :linkSet \ f 0:linkSetk
kf :linkSetk ð9Þ

The weights used for calculating the linkStrength Eq. (6) are
those approximated in [26], which are wrelev ¼ 0:5;wco�citation ¼
0:3, and wreciprocity ¼ 0:2.

This methodology is described in Algorithm 3, which receives as
input parameters the potential source Fp to evaluate and the
threshold value q that will be used to decide whether Fp will be
included into the set of analyzed sources.

Algorithm 3. Evaluation of potential sources

Input: Fp;q
1: relatedFeeds = 0
2: actualFeeds = database.getFeeds ()
3: for all feed 2 actualFeeds do
4: if linkStrengthðFp; feedÞ > r then
5: relatedFeeds++
6: end if

7: if relatedFeeds
actualFeeds:length

� �
> q then

8: database.addFeed (Fp)
9: end if
10: end for
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4. Experimental results

The described methodology was applied to a set of 20 feeds
Table 1
Distribution of links by type.

Type Quantity

Feeds being mined 27,740
File 263
discussing technology topics over a period of eight months. RSS
(Real Simple Syndication) feeds were used because they show
the most complete amount of metadata, and also because the
way documents are presented in an RSS feed is easy to process
and allows passive polling for new documents without abusing
the servers of our content providers.

For each retrieved document, the following information was
stored: original content in HTML format, published date, original
URL, publishing feed, creation timestamp and any metadata con-
tained within the RSS entry.

4.1. Structure and content processing

Every document retrieved by the crawling processes is stored as
raw data (i.e. with HTML tags, external links, navigation links, etc.)
and prior to being used by both the topic modeling and opinion
mining algorithms they are pre-processed through standard data
cleaning methodologies such as the removal of HTML elements,
extraction of stop-words and stemming. The crawler used for
retrieving factual documents possesses the capability of updating
documents if they change after they were initially stored, if these
changes were explicitly registered by the feed being mined, in
order to obtain a more realistic representation of the source.

4.2. Feed set expansion algorithm

The objective of this experiment is to measure the effectiveness
of the relevance classification algorithm for feasible feeds. Thus, it
is necessary to determine the existence of a relationship between
the feed being evaluated and the initial set of feeds. To assert if a
relationship exists between them, a manual analysis of the topics
discussed in each feed was performed.

4.2.1. Discovery of feasible feeds
To evaluate the algorithm for discovering feasible feeds, every

feed present in a set of retrieved documents was manually
classified as relevant or not relevant. The criteria used to define a
feasible feed as relevant was if the content published by the feed
pertains to the same area of knowledge as the feeds being mined.
For this experiment the criteria used was if these documents
discuss any kind of technology-related events or entities.

To evaluate the algorithm that creates the set of feasible feeds,
the following terms are defined:

1. RPSS = Relevant potential sources selected to be evaluated.
2. PSE = Potential sources to be evaluated.
3. RPS = Relevant potential sources.

Then the precision and recall that evaluates the quality of
Algorithm 2,

PrecisionSources ¼
RPSS
PSE

ð10Þ

RecallSources ¼
RPSS
RPS

ð11Þ

Social Networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) 397
Streaming Sites 45
Government Websites 122
Encyclopedic Websites (Wikipedia, IMDB, etc.) 234
Feed Aggregators 192
University Websites 33
Others 2752
4.2.2. Evaluation of feasible feeds
Once the set of feasible feeds was determined, and they were

crawled during a period of two weeks, the algorithm for evaluating
potential feeds was run and then they were manually classified as
relevant or not relevant.
Finally, each potential feed was crawled during a period of two
weeks and the relevance classification algorithm was applied to
each one of them using as input data the documents retrieved dur-
ing this period.

Let,

1. RSUAC = Relevant sources under analysis classified as relevant.
2. SUA = Sources under analysis classified as relevant.
3. RSUA = Relevant sources under analysis.

To evaluate the relevance classification algorithm the metrics
shown in (12) and (13) were used.

PrecisionAnalysis ¼
RSUAC

SUA
ð12Þ

RecallAnalysis ¼
RSUAC
RSUA

ð13Þ
4.2.3. Experiment results
The results of the experiment for the discovery of feasible feeds

are shown in Tables 1 and 2. A total of 12,000 documents were cho-
sen and 31,778 relevant links were extracted, from which 1493
correspond to unique feeds. These links were distributed as
follows:

The average of document-citations for these links is 2.4, thus
180 feeds are included in the set of feasible feeds. Of these feasible
feeds, 79 correspond to websites of services, products or brands,
and 101 to blogs, news sites or similar websites where 61 of them
published mainly technology-related articles, and the rest of them
published general interest news that included technology articles.

The Recallsource of Algorithm 3, using Eq. (11), is 0.35. Even
though its recall is low because the number of feasible feeds tends
to increase as the evaluation period increases, as the majority of
these feeds only appear in one or two documents, it can be consid-
ered that this low recall does not imply a loss of valuable informa-
tion. In fact, if the Recallsource is calculated without considering
those feeds that show up in only one document, it goes up to
0.58. Furthermore, the Precisionsource using Eq. (10) is 0.56 mainly
due to the quantity of websites of services and products which
many blogs in the technology area use to mention either a product
launch or a review.

The experiment proposed to evaluate the relevance classifica-
tion algorithm was run with multiple values of q. Its precision
(Eq. 12) and recall (Eq. 13) are shown in Table 3

In Table 3 it can be observed that neither the recall nor the
precision of the algorithm could be calculated if a high enough
value of q was used because no feed was classified as relevant.
Furthermore, the precision of this algorithm increases with higher
values of q due to the higher requirements for the feed to be more
related with technology, and on the other hand, the recall
decreases because the number of selected feeds is lower due to
the higher restrictions. To pick an optimal value for q, the one with



Table 2
Number of potential feeds grouped by amount of documents mentioning them.

Document citations Potential feeds

1 1061
2 232
3–10 143
11–100 32
100 or more 5
Feeds being mined 20

Table 3
Precision and Recall for multiple values of q.

q Precision Recall

0.3 0.32 0.51
0.5 0.53 0.42
0.6 0.57 0.30
0.8 – –
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the best precision possible must be used, because if a wrong feed is
included, it has a high chance of introducing noise or incorrect data
in the models causing a decreasing performance over time. Even if
picking the best precision possible implies a lower recall as seen in
Table 3, as long as relevant feeds are being included the algorithm
is useful.

4.3. Model validation and trend visualization

The purpose of evaluating this model is to determine its cap-
ability of representing how media react towards events that occur
during the period when the analysis is being done. The events fo-
cused on by this research will be called as significant event and
are defined by:

Definition 3 (Significant Event). If between two consecutive
periods ti and tiþ1, the difference between the number of factual

documents published
k~Dtiþ1

k�k~Dti
k

k~Dti
k

is greater than a threshold q, then

a significant event occurred in tiþ1.

An example of a topic containing a significant event can be seen
in Fig. 1, in which the sentiment associated with it is shown as a
spline, and the number of factual documents where the topic is
Fig. 1. Evolution of a
mentioned. Given the big increase in factual documents between
periods 5 and 6, a significant event is marked in period 6. Further-
more, it can be seen how the media coverage and the sentiment on
social networks change over time.

To evaluate the proposed framework, the following approach
was taken: for each topic, their corresponding time series will be
manually analyzed for significant events, and the precision of the
framework will be the precision of the algorithm regarding the
number of significant events, i.e. if a major event happened in
the same period as a significant event that is shown by the metho-
dology, then it is counted as a success. Let,

1. SECC = Significant events correctly classified as such (manual
annotation).

2. ASEM = Number of significant events found by the algorithm.
3. ASEF = Number of significant events found manually.

Events that could be considered as ‘‘significant events’’ are
manually annotated. The precision of the methodology is calcu-
lated by the Eq. (14), recall by Eq. (15), and F-measure by Eq. (16).

PrecisionSE ¼
SECC
ASEM

ð14Þ

RecallSE ¼
SECC
ASEF

ð15Þ

FMeasureSE ¼ 2 � PrecisionSE � RecallSE

PrecisionSE þ RecallSE
ð16Þ
4.3.1. Experimental results
The proposed methodology was executed over a period of eight

months, during which a total of 200,890 factual documents were
collected, out of which 117 topics were extracted, and 268,800
tweets were retrieved. Also, a total of 65 significant events distrib-
uted over these topics were manually detected. To avoid getting in-
correct results, only significant events that were detected after six
documents were retrieved in a specific period of a topic were used
for these calculations.

As shown in Table 4, for values of q of 0.6 or higher no signifi-
cant events were found. This is because that given the amount of
news published on a weekly basis by feeds which discuss technol-
ogy topics, the threshold of new documents needed to qualify as a
significant event cannot be met.
topic over time.



Table 4
PrecisionSE;RecallSE , and FMeasureSE for multiple values of q in Algorithm 3.

q PrecisionSE RecallSE FMeasureSE

0.2 0.25 0.71 0.37
0.3 0.38 0.65 0.48
0.4 0.48 0.57 0.52
0.5 0.61 0.51 0.56
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5. Conclusion

We conclude that the methodology presented in this paper is a
feasible approach to model how trends could be represented on the
Web as an interaction of events, topics, and the opinions expressed
by their users on social networks.

This approach takes advantage of both factual and opinionated
documents on the Web to create a visual representation of topics.
It allows the development of more advanced methodologies and
frameworks focused on detection and modeling of trends on the
Web through the extension of each component. For example, the
inclusion of comments on news sites can lead to correlate how
news describe a given event and the opinions expressed on the
Web about it.

Given the broad definition of what a trend is and the even
broader spectrum of variables that could be taken into consider-
ation to detect them, it must be noted that this research proposes
a basic approach towards this end. As such, this work is intended to
be extensible and used as a framework from which several
techniques could be developed.

As future research directions we propose the inclusion of an
algorithm with feature detection in the opinion mining phase. Also,
improving the detection of significant events will allow the
platform to better detect the appearance of trends over time. Fur-
thermore, developing metrics of correlation between the informa-
tion extracted from social media and news sources would be
useful. In addition, the way of recovering factual or opinionated
documents could be modified towards analyzing streams of data,
allowing the development of a system capable of determining in
advance if significant events are going to happen, and if trends
are being born.
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